RICHARD

STONE

PRESENTS:

THE 7 POWERS
OF STORY
A keynote and interactive workshop that will change the
way you think about your life, your work, and your world.

MASTER YOUR STORY. MASTER YOUR LIFE.

Richard Stone invites you to journey into the profound power that
story can play in your life, revealing the hidden structure of story and
how it can be harnessed to better engage audiences of all types; to
communicate with a clarity and force you have never before
experienced; to fill your life with greater meaning and relevance; to
transform difficulties, challenges, and wounds into enlivening
possibilities; to shed light on ways you can peer into the future and
better fulfill your aspirations; to bring together people divided by
conflict to transcend their differences; and, to enable a newfound
depth of learning and discovery.

WHAT YOU
WILL LEARN
RICHARD’S INTERACTIVE AND
ENGAGING TALK WILL SHOW
YOU HOW STORIES CAN:
Help us to become more resilient.
Free us to build new connections and
relationships.
Open us to realize our deepest calling
in this life.
Solve many of the vexing issues that
leaders face who endeavor to better
engage employees and persuade others
to see their point of view.
Help us confront internal challenges and
hurts that are begging for an alternate
perspective that allows us to joyfully
embrace all that life can serve up.

Learn more by visiting storywork.com or book him to
speak at your event today! Call Shirley Decker at
352.406.7639 or email sdecker@greypitinc.com

AN INTERACTIVE
WORKSHOP
Richard also can offer your group an engaging
1/2-day or full-day workshop in which
participants will learn how to take the principles
underlying the 7 Powers of Story and apply them
in their life. The program can be adapted to the
unique needs and interests of your group. In the
program Richard provides practical tools to
teach audiences how to master each of the 7
Powers of Story:

THE POWER TO ENTERTAIN
THE POWER TO COMMUNICATE
THE POWER TO TEACH AND ENABLE
LEARNING
THE POWER TO CREATE MEANING
THE POWER TO HEAL AND
TRANSFORM
THE POWER TO UNITE
THE POWER TO ENVISION
POSSIBILITIES

Learn more by visiting storywork.com or book a
workshop today! Call Shirley Decker at 352.406.7639
or email sdecker@greypitinc.com

ABOUT RICHARD
Richard is a nationally recognized speaker on the power of
story and its applications in business, healthcare, and
education. He got his start 25+ years ago developing storybased training programs for team building and leadership
development and has been a leader in the field of narrative
reminiscence. He has worked with diverse organizations such
as Walt Disney
Imagineering, Walter
Reed Army Medical
Center, Hewlett
Packard, Eastman
Chemical Company,
Kraft Foods, and
Novant Health. His
current work at
StoryWork
International is focused on using the power of story to assist
leaders to transform their organizations and their approach
to leading, infusing their work with deeper purpose and
meaning. Richard is the author of the soon-to-be-released
The Seven Powers of Story, The Healing Art of
Storytelling, Stories: The Family Legacy, The Kingdom of Nowt,
and co-wrote The Patient Survival Handbook. He is also the
co-creator of StoryCare, an innovative program for driving
behavioral change among healthcare staff to improve
patient safety and satisfaction along with the award-winning
board game Pitch-A-Story.

CONTACT US TODAY!
SHIRLEY DECKER
P: 352.406.7639
E: SDECKER@GREYPITINC.COM
W: WWW.STORYWORK.COM

